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The'authok:sees a contemporary worldwide crisis in
the na ure of authorityced with, the disintegratioh.of the old
forms, ents and children are grasping for some form of stability.'
Working fr the premise that-the patriarchal-sense ip deeply rooted
in us all, e author sees =a need to develop new of
authority which will support mankind's search..for personal and
societal growth..The author contends that attempts at participatory
democracy have proven largely abortive and'proposes that new
representative procedures be developed within all our institutions.
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You are indeed an:extraordinary conventioh group to appear on'a
4 ,Supday morning for one more rhetorical homily. Since We theme df your

meeting is !Tutting Rhetoric to WOrk4"-the real hope for One as for any.
Sunday morning sermonizer. lies- in what you.may be preparedto hear:

As superintendents, principals, and college administrators, we
have probably heard as- much.or,more radical rhetoric in the past decade,
as any social or professional 'group in the country. For many of us,,the
shock effect of the four - letter, word attacks-and the blitz effect of the
on-negotiable demand'demonstrations were.a.comparhtively short-lived ".
smokescreen for two very ,different realities: 1) the very real- causes and
concerns of groups left out of and alienated from our-power,structures,
and 2) the zealots and charlatans'who.found.these,eauses and concerns
the material for their own-messiania missions.

As educetors, we made our own contributi.ns to some of the once r
radical rhetoric. --Inndvation encounter, co nin unitx_control, self-renewal,
Anductive, were written iarke in our lexicons of the bOs.

I

But radical rhetoric, whether itbe that represented by the four-
letter words and non-negotiable demands of dissidents or the proddfngs,
to the establishmegtbf educational provacateurs, quickly loses its pot-ter

'to provoke and to move. We get surfeited with the rhetoric c-and the ..

,.. rhetoric gets dissipated because it is all too quickly co-opted to describe
the most traditional, even reactionary attitudes'and positions. Those of
you who shared in reading the first and - second -wave -of proposals for Titlebt.
and-Title-IV grants submitted to the-Office of Education, in the mid-sixties
know how quickly -the grant-writerslearnedd how to describe-programs in .

giq

the new idioms. .
.

. ( . .

-511. 'Radical rhetoric is first perceived as eictreme, quickly appropriated .

why very middle=of-the-road positioni, and gradually a* imilated to the .

'Vint of dissipation. Radical change is a far different phenomenon and .

.©often moves at a snail's- pace. The change,-is,1 believes most seriously
-ohindered by very divergent fears -in our national point of view. On- the

onelland, we AmeriCans see ourselves as children of the land of opportunity;
-of:rising expectations and achievements, Of progress and evprd.eipanding
Wftontiers; As individuals and as groups we want to be proud of our.
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particular heritages as well as of-national heritage. -As individuals
and as groups, we reach out or tne.pew opportunities e/ep as we are
defensive about, the nee/groups who May be.chalaenging a plAce. of the
turf Qn whicti'Vebegan our.home0ead,so short a.time ago. The realization
that openness and, opportunity havebeen rooted in our heritage comyelsus
-to speak in favor of them even as We try to appropriate the rhetoric to-

defena status gasuarhich we see;as'necessary to protect our "Investment

in iherhomesteadk rho 'will serve the twires,in the style to which they

quickly bec accatomed if theahave nots go on becoming the.haveA?

The ambiguities faced by all-,of us-,in an open, plural world-dare very
real. I am convinced t4qt ohly.in-facing\them.as real ambiguities can

we Nape to go on resolving them even as we perceive new forces an new

ambiguities devploping in ,theideqades'ahead.,
. .

-..._ Consider; for exam144,.the ambiguity in our use of the word? radical.' .

Dictionaries Contibile towgive as the first definition rootedness44the
de'rivatioh from the.Latin radix meaning root. The later connotation of
extreme chance, -even discontinuous chance, has -.it times become the dominant

iccatiotation. It is not.At all surprising that the ambiguity about the

. meaning developed.
1

The root-always grows and therefore changes. As a single species, the

/plant seeds itself within the range of the species and replicates its,growth -

in fairly stable- patterns; But the history.'of biological -evolution, even

/ in its: partial clarity, is a history of .cross-breeding, of hybrids , of new

species and new identities.
.

.

. -

. .

.,

I believe we would basically agree - at.least at this point n time

that plants and animaa*do'not reflect-abo

in
the history of their evolution- -

that rational man isthe first species within this development able-to re-
flect about:his past and his potential future in becoming. Ware, we '-

know.; literally rooted in, radically a part of continuity. We'-fight to

defend that continuity. We see stages of-thatcontinuity as identity.

One day, I-believe, we will see those stages as picture fpames.in. the
moving.film of milleniums.. But.Ahe frames are important. They define .

points in individual lives and 411 the hiStories of'groups, and' institutions,

and peoples. Without that definition, without that identity, perpeiveth in

the short-term geneology, I berieve we are, moorless, unable to cope with.ge. ,",--

partialness, the limitedness of being human - -eat of us an infinitesithal 'piece
in infinitesimal time., *-,

. \
The Old Testamentexpressed geneology in concrete terms: Adam begat

.a son and called his name Seth;- and Seth begat Enos and Ehos'begat Cainan....

,

family tree representing biological unit, an ethnic group, an

historic, nation, or a.religious Renomination:provides that kind of con-

creteness, stability, identity. We are aware that within the genuk, there

is cross-fertilization; grafting on of new elements. We are sometimes

humorously 'ware that our great-great grandfathers would have been dis-

,oriented, shocked, and indignant had they heed ableeto forecast some ele-

mints.of our present life styles. But, even as we chuckle in retrospect,.
we seldom have the sense of humor, the espousal of our ownlimitedness In

time and space, the basic humility to realize that we are not-and probably
should-not-be.able to put th4 future in a trust fund-to protect our- des-

cendants from,,thems-as--.46.ensure that they Will develop in -own-image

andllikeness.- -
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ttie* fact that4we are. experiencing an almost world-wide crisis in'the
very naltUre of authority. Families?, tribes, ethnic cultures religious
groups, nations and empires .developed their 'authoritative systems over
periods of time. But once they reached a plateau of development, of
definition, of "maturity", they became patriarchal :in structure and con -
servative in .thrust. ,.

The *old patriarchial forms" are crumbling' q11 around us and each Of
us in his own way has at times been involved in top ling the kings, 14'
fleeing the Patriarchs, in asserting personal free and rights to
self- determination. Even as we rejoice in the new .free oms, we share some
of.the uneasiness of living in a world which seems often to provide no'-
moorings for us or for those around us.

FrIced with the disintegration of t e ld forms faced ith, the
overt Jlenial"frod all sides of "fly country :ht or wrong; thy church
right or wrong; my father right or wrong,' the rn rs' nd the
governed, the. priests and the faithful, parents and, children grasp for

. some stability, some :identity, some-semblance of trustworthiness in
our lives.

How often have you asked .or iieen asked "Igsbnothing sacred anymore?
Have derision and distruit become the Stock and trade.-of ahnost all human
relationships? Are heresy. and blaspherty the only reactions of honest men
to auporitative- systeins? .

4

Whathas become of authority and reverence in our time? Sons and
dailgtkpas,1

bYitalk
of love and disdain their parents. Throughout the sixties,

we/bl.tris carry peace symbols, decry violence, and manufacture bombs iii,
basements of -fashionable browndtones: We witnessed editors 'of college
nevspapers scoff at the uses of presidential powkr and demand that:those
presidents cure the ills of higher education --- -and often the ills of
society by presidential fiat. In the tumultuous d*cade -following ,
Vatican II as in my own-church, we havelyatched the Catholic Left revolt
against absolute-authority and petulantly chide the higrarchy for not
taking absolute positions on social issues.. At the same time?. the
Catholic Right champiorLd infallibility and tjyreateded to secede if. the
Church authoritatively-modifies her position on birth control.

But whether we whie participants or, observers in these or other
tensions, suggest that we all must realize that the-patriarchal. sense
is deeply rooted in us. a3,1. in almost all- societies, from primitive
tribes through the history of Western civilization,, the father or the
father figure was always' responsible for the flock. The benevolent
patriarch was obeyed and revered. if, he maintained a stable community and
Succeeded in providing a degree of personal freedom and dignity for his '
subjects. The malevolent patriarch was.obeyed and feared if he maintained
a stable community shackled. the personal freedom of his subjects:
Order is necessary to a ftnetioriing society - and patriarchs have always
ifi some way believed that they must- save the people from themselves.,-
and from each other.

2. more ;, !t
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WEXLER-4., /. . .fiodern man' I believe, is ,schizophrenic about patriarchal authority. He has 1.progressively thrown! off the dbmi,tfance of the patriarchal figure .even as he
.clings to the security and the --potential. power of the ,authority symbol. Hecontinues to. attempt to throw off patriarchial domination, but h% begs or de-mands that the patriarch dominate others for his awn personal or group good.If we are to cope' at all with this schizophrenia in ourselves and others!I believe we must consider two very distinct notions of authority: the'authority

. of control- and the :authority 'of personal persuasion and influence. I am A .,convinced that the twowere.. deliberately confused, althost identified in the _history of -Western:inn. in the tribal comm.:" V,' the regulatory authoiity
of govertwent-the authority of- limed control-a d- the traditional teaching
authority»the .aUthority,'of persuasion and infl nte-reinforced each other..
The Holy 'Roman Empire- (vast as was -in size afid j.nfluence) remained atribal community- Train this poin of view. Closed* Odbieties have. always de-

.pend....1 on -a common 'Yalue system, on -an-acceptance of some forp: ,of revealed' .trutir, an-a conviction that if a _man: iS to be responsible, he must be absolutely
certain,. eves be 401iterlow divinely inspired:. The ability to keep' the society .. *-intact, a recognile4 identity depends to some degree on the effectiveness 9rthe 'closure.' It is not an accident that totalitarian state's' have iron curtain. '4,' - t

.', . V ;C:U
bit, modern transportation aria communications systems', traiei, the printed

- work, the media,' universal education have opened And will continue toa openevery closed society the- old world of sectarian culture curtains and the .'recurring world c:,;, irbn' curtains and censorships. Every,opening, brings confusiorand insecurity, di-Stn.:sty derision--even cynicism and deppaXr. ''' :- . ,..:, .
t. I

Yet, I insist, di:SAreement need not breed distrust. Dissent need not fosternor depend on deri4iOri._ Heresy and, blaSphemy are nbcesAry positions onlyif snie assumes thatt4odisagree partially with 'One's tradition, it isnecessary; to rejectqtand to dencnthce it.
Regulatory authority- -the authority of limited control--wills believe,always be _necessary an 'desirable in any fun.etioning Society,family,. church,schools- nation. To :the--degree. that I am honeStly and functionally,,dependenton a person of an institution- must be reasonably subject to 'theirregulations.; If -1 cho;;Ve--ta transfer. the dependency_ or to assume independent -responsibility-, I frAet-Myself of:the prior regulatory _power. I may try to int.-fine:Ice: the policie's-_-opcOi--Editori, of Neif 'York= Bell TelePhonel, and of The
New York- City_ Sanitati*:Department-as a Citizen, but I have no desire or
ability T--to- assume -the:: ponSibi-lity for electricity, telephone service,
or .garbage dig-06Sg].

Our---teen,-;age sons i'Arid- _daughters may--influenc the life-style of ourhousehbldiand fatily.:"1,0t..ithey,,hav_e- neither the-.desire :nor_ the ability toassume the =personal respsibility= for :their --WU: bed_ and board at this.time-.' baievein--pretending tinder -these circumstances that theyare equal:-partnerelwith-Witi--the regulator3i_*-responsibilities of the house-hold and the family. = s a_ poWerfUl key to personalfteedoin and-- We =must -exploOeSevery- possible avenue: of opportunity for coVege-age -"Childrenn,--Ifives-- anCdtspOesessed- citizens to- gain W-,ineastire of ebo-ynomic-independence that-alroWs- Viet responsibile opt .ens fox...their economic .`-.*- choices-.
_ .

1---Cain--noVer-ie'whollyiclireyen- largely indejzendent*of:regulatoiy author-author-ity- in daily-Jife_ unless= ,-ChoOse and find a way to 'live a hermetical' -life twentieth. penturY. 'PerSonally, reject that option as a re-
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. The attempts to develop what has been called ,participatory democracv
have been largely abortive. The' devotees of one man (or one woman)
one vote have, I believe, erred to the point of calamity in believing .

that complei-institutions can function it the "'town meeting". decision-
making of small-New, England' communities..,tRather, they have again taken
the very olsi fora; oaf the committee structbre --- with the formidable
power of the committee veto and multiplied it over and Over ,creating
layer after layer of new groups W>Ie to. use the over of Vetolon any and
every issue: In 'the.) attempt to liberalize 2 to 'humanize the faceless crowd
dominated by the big brother at bureaucracy, we have time after time used the
,old form of veto then repetititre vetoes -- to bring the new bureaulcracy
of so- called "equal partnership" to a grinding halt.

. .

New representative procedures must be developed.within all our insti-
tutions. Democratic institutions- must be representativd of the consti-,
uents they ;eve. ,

.

Authorities, charged 'with the Limited power of control -- be 'they "
persons acting as administratori ,or groups acting as regulatory 'committees
.o..- must ''be' accountable to the cgriStituettbiet they serve, That account-
abilitf must- be real in that the censtituencies have a zeal degree. of
-power to Influence and to rectify the pattern of. actions of the reguleIrs..

'ant if the power, by design or by usage; becomes the effective power of
one-to-one veto., there can be no accountability for actions al.d, 'I main-
tain,- in the; end, very little action at all.

. .
:In the old orders children Were tOibe seen ,but not heard, and all

subjects -- sons and daughters 9 wives 9 mdthbers of churches., college students,.
even citizens -- were seen As children.: /

r. .

:In developing open societies, all Mattre And maturing persons must
be seen and isn.Some. Way .heard. Representative governments must define and
continually redefine limits- of 'responsibility and power,and develop A fund -
amental- respect for that usage even as, on operating use of man and .humankinds
continuing =Attempt to learn to 'live .and :make life liVable..

!-
Within that frmmework,. I would insist that we must always be suWeet

1gg4 partiallycontrolled fey regulatory-a4thority within our institutions.
I .

:But what of the. authority of personal persuasion and Influence? My
father,' my husband, my bishop, the Prebident. of the United States Are net
divinely- inspired; they are 'not abiblutely certain; they afte limited 9

fallible Men and so am I.

.

by them. The mature scholar has always lonsulted his authorities with-
reapeet and reverence And then arrivecrit this own thesis, sifting, editing,
rejeCting and espousing Stasi the views, of his chosen authorities -and, if
possibiei in dialogue'With then'. The Mature father and son,- the mature
hueband. and wife., the mature. President and his people, -the mature college
president_ and his community, the mature .bishop and his people mits -
mich_an, attitude aboUt the authority, of personal persuasion and influence;.

I reverence their*opinions, butt -I .can never be dominated .nor enslaved

Reverence is the capacity tO acee'pt our father's limitations, pecu-
abeurdities,along with hit,insights, experience, and concern.

Only then' are .we 'truly free of our _fathers; free' with the mature ability, td
accept and rejecti free, to: and to, revere, free to espouse the
.,ideptit3tof our origin and of our- beComtrig.

a
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Personal insecurity is part of the human coalition. .We seek to

escape it by askingothers to assume -it for, us. Man has sought that

, security in dogmatic religion in absolute monarchies, in scientific.

expertise and mere recently 'in' neo-mysticism and in drug cultures. We "s

will. continue Xs,' create a series;of fallen .idols of non=heroes, of plaster

saints if we ',need "to believe that our authorities' are more than limited,'

fallible men. Th',. very expeCtancy breeds the- resultant cynicism,, disdain,

derision, and despair.
, ..

We 'see it in the anemmi of the,indulged bit dependent' "child "' whose

derision of. the /teaching authoriiy-of the .parents is strongly correlated

to his delayed ddoleseent dependence on them: .
I believe it is very similar

to the frustration -and resentment of the indulged, wife comes: more and

more -to.- depend on .the. indulgence "and to reject. the' dependence. there are,

I belieie,, analogous causes and behavior patterns in the .,clerical, ioverti-

mental, -educational and corporate "worlds..
. -

.)
.

. . . . :..,
, . . ,

.

.
Only =_ _if we can begin -to see- the causes, thte:complexities, the paradoxes,

the, ironies of our frustration. .can we ho\pe
to delielop- new concepts of

_authority which will support mankind's search .for personal and societal'

growth in; the future. If that search 'is to be fruitful--even possible- -

it will' need courage and inunilltyi- it will need skepticism and re(rerence,

it will need a sense of purpose and a 'sense of humor
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